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Abstract

We present the coupling of a nodal discontinu-
ous Galerkin (DG) scheme with high-order ab-
sorbing boundary conditions (HABCs) for the
simulation of transient wave phenomena. The
HABCs are prescribed on the faces of a cuboidal
domain in order to simulate infinite space. To
preserve accuracy at the corners and the edges
of the domain, novel compatibility conditions
are derived. The method is validated using 3D
computational results.
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1 Introduction

DG schemes are widely used for large-scale sim-
ulations of transient waves in complex media.
For many applications, these schemes must be
coupled with nonreflective boundary techniques
in order to limit the size of the computational
domain without losing accuracy or computa-
tional efficiency. In this context, PMLs and
local HABCs are attractive since they provide
high-fidelity solutions at reasonable computa-
tional cost. Nevertheless, HABCs have received
far less attention than PMLs, and very few cou-
plings with DG schemes have been proposed.

Local HABCs involve the computation of
auxiliary fields governed by differential equa-
tions on the boundary (see e.g. [1, 2]), and re-
quire specific treatments at the corners of the
domain. Hagstrom and Warburton [2] proposed
compatibility conditions that preserve accuracy,
but that are difficult to devise for complicated
problems. In this work, we derive simpler com-
patibility conditions in the acoustic case by us-
ing a different representation for the HABCs.

2 HABC and compatibility conditions

Let the field p(x, t) governed by the wave equa-
tion ∂ttp − ∆p = 0 in the cuboidal domain

Ω = {x ∈ R3 : |x| < Lx, |y| < Ly, |z| < Lz}.
For each face, we consider HABCs derived

using the (2N +1)th Padé approximation of the
square root in the exact nonreflective condition
[1]. On the face belonging to the plane x = Lx,
we write the condition as

∂tp+ ∂xp =
2

M

N∑
i=1

ai∂t
(
pxi − p

)
, (1)

where N auxiliary fields pxi are governed by

∂tt [bi(p
x
i − p)]−∆x

⊥p
x
i = 0, ∀i ∈ [1, N ], (2)

with ai = tan2(iπ/M), bi = ai + 1, ∆x
⊥ = ∆ −

∂xx and M = 2N + 1. This HABC is nearly
identical to the one proposed by Collino [1]. It is
equivalent to a special case of the one considered
in [2], but the specific structure of Eqs. 1-2 leads
to simpler compatibility conditions.

Additional relations must be defined on the
border of each face (i.e. on the edges) because
of the operator ∆x

⊥ in Eq. 2. Following [2],
they are devised to ensure the compatibility of
the system. On the edge belonging to the line
(x, y) = (Lx, Ly), the fields pxi and pyj defined
on the adjacent faces then verify the boundary
conditions
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where N2 auxiliary fields pxyij are governed by

∂tt

[
(1 + ai + aj)p

xy
ij − bip

y
j − bjp

x
i

]
− ∂zzpxyij = 0, ∀i, j. (3)

Similarly, relations close to Eq. 2 are pre-
scribed on the corners to give boundary con-
ditions for the auxiliary fields defined on the
edges. They involve N3 auxiliary fields that are
governed by algebraic relations on the corners.
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3 Scheme and computational procedure

The scheme is written for the pressure-velocity
system and based on the variational form{(

(∂tp+∇ · u), φ
)

Ωk
=
〈
n · (uin − u?), φ

〉
Γk(

(∂tu +∇p),ψ
)

Ωk
=
〈
n(pin − p?),ψ

〉
Γk

(4)

with test functions φ and ψ, a mesh cell Ωk, its
boundary Γk, and the external unit normal n.
Upwind fluxes are defined by taking

p? = (r+)in + (r−)ex (5)

n · u? = (r+)in − (r−)ex (6)

where r± = p ± n · u are the outgoing (+) and
incoming (−) characteristics. The subscripts in

and ex denote interior and exterior values on Γk.
The HABC is incorporated in the scheme

by rewriting Eq. 1 with characteristics. On the
face belonging to the plane x = Lx, one has

r−
(def.)
= p− ex · u

(Eq. 1)
=

2

M

N∑
i=1

ai(p
x
i − p).

This incoming characteristic is used in the up-
wind fluxes (Eqs. 5-6) on the domain boundary.
Since the auxiliary fields are governed by 2D
and 1D wave-like equations (Eqs. 2-3) on the
faces and the edges, we use 2D and 1D versions
of the variational form (Eq. 4). HABCs are
prescribed on the auxiliary fields by using the
same strategy. The procedure then consists in
3D/2D/1D solvers on the domain/faces/edges.
For each mesh node of the edges and for each
corner, the incoming characteristics are com-
puted by solving systems with 2N and 3N2 un-
knowns. See [3] for the detailed procedure and
GPU computational performance results.

4 Numerical results

We consider the propagation of a spherical wave
in the cuboidal domain Ω = [−0.5, 0.5]3. The
wave is generated using a point source at the po-
sition (0, 0.1, 0.2) with a Ricker wavelet. We use
a mesh composed of 70,895 tetrahedra, third-
degree basis functions and a fourth-order Runge-
Kutta scheme. Simulations are performed with
HABCs of different orders. For each case, Fig-
ure 1 shows the time-evolution of the error√√√√ ‖p− pref‖2L2(Ω) + ‖u− uref‖2L2(Ω)

supt>0

(
‖pref‖2L2(Ω) + ‖uref‖2L2(Ω)

) ,

where pref and uref correspond to the solution
of the free-space problem defined on R3.

At the beginning, the error is dominated by
the numerical error (the same in all the cases)
generated when the wavefront is travelling in-
side Ω and has not reached the boundary yet.
Later, a modeling error is generated because of
the spurious reflection of waves at the boundary.
The higher the order of the HABC, the smaller
the error, which validates the method for short
times. For long times, the error converges to-
wards the same value for all the orders, except
for N = 0 where the error remains decreasing.
This is due to the poor long-time behaviour of
Padé-type HABCs, which has been observed in
2D in [2]. We plan to extend the method for
long-time simulations and other physical waves.
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Figure 1: Error with HABCs having N addi-
tional fields (N = 0, 2, . . . , 12). The main spher-
ical wavefront is travelling in Ω when t ∈ [0, 2].
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